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CY TWOMBLY’S WORK LIES COMFORTABLY between the poles of enigmatic and legible,
personal and universal, European and American, and complex and direct. This liminal
quality is most frequently identified in his paintings and drawings, but it is equally true
of his prints.These printed works form a microcosm of the artist’s formal concerns.
Universal Limited Art Editions (ULAE) published most of the prints in this exhibition
over a period of several years. The distance between the publication dates belies the
condensed nature of their production. In 1967,Twombly traveled to Long Island with
his longtime friend Robert Rauschenberg to see some of the lithographs Rauschenberg
was printing. While Rauschenberg was busy in the lithography studio,Twombly began
working on his own plates in the “etching basement” with master printer Donn
Steward.1 Over the next several months,Twombly returned to ULAE with Rauschenberg and another old friend, Jasper Johns, and completed a number of intaglio plates.
Because Twombly only visited the United States periodically, the publication and signing of the prints occurred between 1967 and 1975, but the brief period of plate production reveals the intensity with which he worked. It is also worth noting that with these
few plates,Twombly explored the complete lexicon of his painted and drawn work.
The etching series Notes I – IV employs the loopy “writing” for which Twombly is
most famous. His paintings with this distinctive script fall between painting and writing. The etchings, though, seem to toy more with writing and typing than the paintings. The hand of the artist is unmistakable, but the crisp lines of the etching needle in
metal, the straight and regular lines of script, and the duplicative nature of printmaking
brings to mind an obscure typeface rather than a child’s handwriting exercise.
Lithographs, such as Roman Notes and the Untitled works made at Untitled Press return
the scribbled lines to the realm of drawing and writing.2 The texture of a lithographic
crayon dragging across the stone remains visible in the prints and is similar to the
texture of crayon on canvas. Unlike the regimented lines of script found in Notes, the

composition of Twombly’s lithographs is more fervent and the individual lines overlap
and become indistinct. Comparing Untitled with Notes shows how Twombly employed
a relatively simple mark (a hand-scribbled line) to either dynamic or regimented ends.
In 1966,Twombly’s written paintings took on a particular visual quality. The “blackboard paintings,” as they became called, were composed of long looping lines over a
modulated dark background. He produced similar effects by using aquatint and open
bite in his etchings. Twombly’s painting method involved layering paint and crayon and
the open bite of the print allows for the similarly deep and varied background in print.
Although the looped script may be the form most associated with Twombly, he
explored more geometric compositions as well. The painting Night Watch (1966), from
the same period as the blackboard paintings, explored the movement of a shape through
space. In order to create the rich background in Untitled Twombly used the mezzotint
technique. Mezzotints are made by smoothing portions of a roughened plate so the
worked sections capture less ink than the porous background. Modern printmakers
have rarely used this technique, possibly because it is subtractive rather than additive.
By layering the lines in the print, and utilizing the depth of black achievable in mezzotint, Twombly makes the rough hexagon simultaneously recede into the background
and reach out into the viewer’s space. The exploration of depth in this print contradicts
the insistence on the surface in the script works.
The movement of shapes through space concerned the artist when he drew on etching
plates for the Sketches series. This portfolio began exactly as the name suggests:
Twombly was working on plates and told ULAE founder Tatiana Grosman that they
were “practice plates.” Grosman explained to him that there was no such thing.3
This story reveals the spontaneity with which these prints were created. Although the
process of printing and editioning is long and sometimes laborious, the interaction
between the artist and the plates was akin to his use of pencil and paper. Indeed, the

etching technique uses a needle to draw on coated plates, which are then etched
with acid, and in Twombly’s hand, the needle was as immediate as a pencil or crayon.
It comes as no surprise, then, that these prints explore the formal issues Twombly had
been exploring since the late 1950s and early 1960s in paintings like The Age of
Alexander (1959-60). Dense lines have given way to more delicate shapes, each set apart
and marching across the print as if rotating in space. The unmistakable hand of the artist
remains and small sections of scribbled script appear. The discrete and nervous energy
of these lines has not yet become the frenzy marks seen in the lithographs.
The most recent prints in this exhibition recall Twombly’s earliest projects. At Black
Mountain College,Twombly gouged and scored cardboard and then printed them as
monotypes. He used the same technique to make the 1996 Lepanto series, but here the
works are printed in small editions, where each print is a monotype. The subject matter
(rough, almost archaic, boats) and the quality of the line evoke the paintings he made
upon returning to the States from North Africa in 1953. Then, as now, the ancient
Mediterranean world is referenced as opposed to copied. By returning to these ideas,
Twombly shows that his work in prints and paintings is varied, but not discontinuous.
The correlation between Twombly’s painted, drawn, and printed objects means that
his prints can function as a synecdoche for his entire body of work. By examining the
prints, we can gain insight into the artist’s disparate, and sometimes contradictory,
formal and creative drives.
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Note II, 1967

Six Latin Writers and Poets, 1976

Etching

Portfolio of seven prints including one title lithograph

253⁄8 x 203⁄8 inches

251⁄2 x 193⁄4 inches each

Untitled II, 1967

Lepanto I, 1996

Open-bite with aquatint

Cardboard plate engraving printed

271⁄2 x 401⁄4 inches

as monoprint on Japanese paper
381⁄2 x 24 inches

Sketches, 1967

Collection of Beth Rudin DeWoody

Portfolio of six etchings
83⁄4 x 121⁄8 inches each

Lepanto III, 1996
Cardboard plate engraving printed

Untitled, 1968

as monoprint on Japanese paper

Mezzotint and drypoint

381⁄2 x 24 inches
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3

19 ⁄4 x 15 ⁄4 inches

Roman Notes, 1970
Set of six offset color lithographs
34 x 271⁄2 inches

Untitled, 1971
Series of six lithographs
221⁄2 x 30 inches

Collection of Brooke and Daniel Neidich
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